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The purpose of this article is threefold: (i) to present in a unified Fashion the 
theory of generalized gradients, whose elements are at present scattered in various 
sources: (ii) to give an account of the ways in which the theory has been applied: 
(iii) to prove new results concerning generalized gradients of summation 
functionals, pointwise maxima, and integral functionals on subspaces of L”. These 
last-mentioned formulas are obtained with an eye to future applications in the 
calculus of variations and optimal control. Their proofs can be regarded as 
applications of the existing theory of subgradients of convex functionals as 
developed by Rockafellar, loffe and Levin, Valadier. and others. 
The purpose of this article is threefold: (i) to present in a unified fashion 
the theory of generalized gradients, whose elements are at present scattered 
in various sources (Section I); (ii) to give an account of the ways in which 
the theory has been applied (Section 2); (iii) to prove new results concerning 
generalized gradients of summation functionals (Section 3), pointwise 
maxima (Section 4) and integral functionals on subspaces of ~5~ (Section 5). 
These last-mentioned formulas are obtained with an eye to future 
applications in the calculus of variations and optimal control. Their proofs 
can be regarded as applications of the existing theory of subgradients of 
convex functionals as developed by Rockafellar, Ioffe and Levin, Valadier 
and others (see 115,20] for references). 
1. DEFINITION. BASIC PROPERTIES 
Let U be an open subset of a Banach space X, and let a function f: V --) R 
be given. We shall suppose that f is Lipschitz on U; i.e., that for some 
constant K, for all u, and u2 in U, we have 
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Let us now fix a point x in iJ and any point v in X. 
DEFINITION 1. The generalized directional derivative of f at x in the 
direction u, denoted Jo{-u; u), is given by 
(Here of course y belongs to X and A to (0, co).) 
Note that this definition does not presuppose the existence of any limit, 
and that in view of (I.]), f’(x; u) is a finite number for all c in X. The 
following observation is most important: 
LEMMA. The function ~1 -+ f "(x: v) is positiLte!v homogeneous and 
subadditioe, and satisjies 
ProoJ The homogeneity and the inequality are immediate consequences 
of the definition. As for the subadditivity, let L’ and w in X be given. Then 
In view of the above lemma, it follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem 
Ill, p. 621 that there exists at least one linear functional [: X + R satisfying 
“Pk v) > (v. i} for all 1’ in X: (I.31 
it is a further consequence of the lemma that 5 is continuous. Thus [ belongs 
to x*. 
(As usual, X* denotes the (continuous} dual of X and (., a> is the duality 
pairing between X and X*.) 
DEFINITION 2. The generalized gradient off at x, denoted %f(-u), is the 
(nonempty) set of all [ in X” stisfying (1.3). 
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We now proceed to discuss some of the fundamental results in the calculus 
of generalized gradients. 
1. Nature of af 15, Proposition 11. af(x) is a nonempty convex subset 
of X*. It is closed in the strong topology of x* and bounded by K; thus 
aflx) is w*-compact. 
2, f’(x; .) is the support function of aJ(x) [5, Proposition I]. This 
means that for any u in X, we have 
f”(x; u) = max{(u, c): c E iif(x 
3. as(.) is w*-upper semicontinuous [5, Proposition 71. That is, if 
c, E 8f(x,), where X, -+ x in X and & -+ 5 in x*(w*), then 4 f5 &Y). 
4. fO(.: .) is upper semicontinuous. Let xi * x and ui --t u in X. For 
each i there exist hi in X and li in (0, 1) such that ]]h,]] + Ai is less than I/i 
and 
f"(Xj; Vi) < [f(Xi + A) t ai"j) -f(Xi t hi)l/Aj + l/i. 
But the limit superior of the right side of this inequality (as i + co) is easily 
seen to be no greater than fa(x; u). We obtain 
lim ;upfO(xi; ui) <f’(x; u). Q.E.D. -+ 
5. .3(-f)(x) = -$-(x). Th is follows from the observation that 
(-f)“(x; u) =fO(x; 4). 
6. If f attains a local minimum or maximum at x, then 0 E $(sc) 15, 
Proposition 61. 
7. The mean value property (Lebourg [ 161). If x and y are distinct 
points of X then there is a point z in the open line segment between x and J 
such that 
(We assume here that all points in question lie in the set U upon which f is 
Lipschitz.) 
8. af(x) when X=R” 131. In this case, af(x) is the set cojlim,, 
Vf(x,): .X(-S x}. That is (J being differentiable a,e. by Rademacher’s 
theorem), we consider all sequences xi converging to x such that f is 
differentiable at xi and the indicated limit exists. The convex hull of these 
limits is $‘(x). This is equivalent to saying that af is the minimal upper- 
semicontinuous convex-valued multifunction containing the derivative when 
it exists. 
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9. If f is convex, af(x) coincides with the subdifferential in the sense 
of convex analysis [5, Proposition 31. In view of article 5, a similar 
statement holds if f is concave. 
10. If J admits a continuous GPteaux derivative Of, then 
as(x) = (DjQ)} [5, Proposition 41. When X= R", af(x) reduces to a 
singleton set ([} iff f is strongly differentiable at x and Df(x) = 6 (f is said 
to be strongly differentiable at x if 
Bourbaki [ 2j uses the term “strictement derivable”.) Lebourg [ 17, 
Theorem 2.11 gives a similar result in the infinite-dimensional case. This 
shows that a differentiable function may have a generalized gradient 
containing points other than the derivative. The latter is always contained in 
$ whenever it exists, 
11. Generalized gradients of sums. The inclusion a(J+ g) c $‘+ ;)g 
was established in (41. A more general study (including continuous sums and 
conditions for equality) appears in Section 3. 
12. Pointwise maxima. One can relate the generalized gradient of 
x + max,f(t. x) to the generalized gradients of the functions x +f(t. x); see 
Section 4. 
DEFINITION 3. We say that f is regular at x if for every 11 in X the usual 
one-sided directional derivative 
exists, and satisfies f’(x; v) =f”(x; v). C o n vex functions and continuously 
differentiable functions are regular at every point (and certain quasi- 
differentiable functions; see article 16). 
13. Chain rule 1. Let g map X to another Banach space Y, and 
suppose that g is continuously Gkteaux differentiable. Let h: Y-+ R be 
Lipschitz. Then, if f: X + R is given by f= h o g, we have 
V(x) = N&)1 o &3x)* (1.4) 
Equality holds if either h (or -A) is regular at g(x) or Dg(x) is surjective. 
Proof Since the right side of (1.4) is convex and MI*-compact, it suffices 
to prove that, for any u in X, 
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(see [S, Proposition 21). Now any expression of the form 
If(Y + Au) -f(Y)1/1 
is equal to (g(y + Au) - g(y), [)/,I for some [ E ah(t), where z is in the 
interval between g(y) and g(y + 1~) (this is an application of article 7). 
Further, by the generalized mean value theorem, 
1 dY + Au) - s~v~l/~ 
belongs to the convex hull of the set Dg([ y, y + AU]). As y converges to x 
and A to 0 in the above equation we can (by taking an appropriate subse- 
quence) assume that 5 converges (IV*) to an element 6, of ah{ g(x)) (in light 
of articles 1 and 3). We obtain 
which yields the desired inequality. 
Now suppose that h is regular at g(x). Then by article 2, 
max{(Q(x)b 0: C E Wdx))J 
= hO( g(x); Dg(x)u) = h’(g(xh Q(x)v) 
= ~$h’g(x) t A Dg(xb) - h(g(x))I/A 
=!i~[hag(x+~u)-hog(x)]/i 
=f’(x; 21) <f”(x; 0) = max{ (u, i}: < E ;tf(x)}. 
This implies 
as required, 
w  g(x)) a m(x) = a-(x), (1.5) 
Finally, suppose that Dg(x) is surjective. Then by the interior mapping 
theorem, g maps every neighborhood of x to a neighborhood of g(x). We 
deduce 
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We deduce (1.5) as before. Q.E.D. 
14. Chain rule II. Let g: X-+ R and h: R + R be Lipschitz. Then if 
f: X- R is defined by f = h 0 g, 
Furthermore, if h is C’, or if h (or -h) is regular at g(x) and g is 
continuously Giteaux differentiable, the symbol “co” is superfluous and 
equality holds. 
The proof is much like that of chain rule I, and is therefore omitted. 
IS. Partial generalized gradients. Let f: X X Y-t R be Lipschitz. Then 
it is natural to denote, for each s. the generalized gradient of the function 
J’ -+S(x, J) by i?,f(.~, y); similarly we define ~J(x,,v). There exists a 
function f (with X = Y= R) such that neither of the sets ;if(x. )I), 
c’,f(.~, JI) x .2,S(x, JP) is contained in the other. We have, however, the 
following: if f (or -f) is regular at (x,~) then 
Proof. Let (<. w) belong to ;?s(x, y). It suffices to prove that 5 belongs to 
a,f(.~. J), which in turn is equivalent to the condition that, for all U, 
But we have 
A further result in this direction is the following: if X and Y are finite dimen- 
sional and f is convex as a function of x alone, then ([, rp) f 23(x. J) implies 
[E a,,f(x, J*). This may be proven by means of article 8. 
16. Quasi-differentiable functions (Pshenichnyi / 19 I), A function f 
admitting one-sided directional derivatives J’(+u; v) in the usual sense is said 
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to be quasi-differentiable if there is a convex w*-compact subset M(x) of X* 
such that for each X, for every u in X, 
f/(x; u) = max{(u, C>: i E M(x)}. (1.6) 
We prove the following: if f is quasi-differentiable and the multifunction M 
is upper semicontinuous, then f is locally Lipschitz and regular, and 
M(x) = af(x) (the upper semicontinuity is with respect to the strong 
topology on A?+). 
Prooj Fix x and E > 0. For all y near x, t near 0 and u in B, we have 
M(y + tv) CM(~) + EB* (where B, B* are the unit balls in X. x*). This 
implies that for all such y, t, v we have f’(y + ru; v) <f/(x; v) + E. If we fix 
any such y, u and define g(t) =f(x + tv) for 0 < t < T (T independent of y 
and u), it follows that g has a uniformly bounded upper right Dini derivate, 
which is known to imply that g is Lipschitz [12, (17.23)) Thus we may 
write, for any 0 < t < T, 
It follows that f is Lipschitz in a neighborhood of x, and we deduce as well 
f”(x; II) <f’(x; v) t E. S’ mce E is arbitrary, we conclude that j’” and f’ 
coincide (i.e., f is regular). That af(sc) and M(x) are equal now follows 
immediately from (1,6) and article 2. Q.E.D. 
17. Evaluation functions. Let @ be a Banach space of functions from 
a space T to a Banach space X such that, that for a certain t in T, the 
mapping y, + p(t) from @ to R is continuous. If f: X + R is a given Lipschitz 
function, define F: @ + R by 
%P) =fWO)* 
Then F is Lipschitz, and for every element c of cYF(p) there exists an element 
[, of df(@(t)) such that 
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Pro@ Since II(~I) = p(t) is a continuous linear functional, it is Lipschitz, 
and hence so is F. We have F = f o II. and Dx(@) = n. The result now follows 
from chain rule I. Q.E.D. 
2. RELATED WORK 
The theory of generalized gradients has been applied to a wide variety of 
problems in analysis, optimization and computation. Since 1976 (when this 
article was accepted for publication) the extent of these applications has 
burgeoned to the point where a survey is no longer appropriate in this article. 
We refer the reader to the 1978 survey of Clarke [7], to the recent work of 
Rockafellar 121 1, Aubin [I], Ioffe [14]? Morduhovic [ 181 Hiriar-Urruty 
I13 1. and to the numerous references cited therein. The theory is applied to 
the study of periodic Hamiltonian orbits in Clarke 16, 83; see also Clarke 
and Ekeland 1101. An in-depth study of generalized gradients and 
nonsmooth analysis and optimization appears in the forthcoming book by 
Clarke 19 1. 
3. GENERALIZED GRADIENTS OF SUMMATION FUNCTIONALS 
Let (T, F, P) be a positive measure space, and let U be an open subset of a 
Banach space X. We suppose a function f: TX U+ R is given and we 
assume that for some k E L’(T, R) (the space of integrable functions from T 
to R) we have, for all r in T and u,, uz in U, 
Finally we suppose that for each x in U. t +J(&x) is measurable, and we 
define F: X --) R as 
whenever this integral is defined. 
THEOREM I. Suppose that at least one of the following conditions is 
satisfied: 
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(a) T is countable; or 
(b) X is separable; or 
(c) T is a separable metric space, p is a regular measure, and the 
mapping t + a,f (t, x) is upper semicontinuous (w*) for each x. 
If F(x) is defined for some point x in U, then F is defined and Lipschitt in 
a neighborhood of x, and 
by which we mean that to every [ in aF(x) there corresponds a mapping 
t 4 c(t) from T to X* such that t + (u, T(t)) belongs to L’(T, R) for every u in 
x 
for every v in X, and 
t-0) E hm x>, fi-a.e. 
If f(t, .) is regular (see Dejhition 3, Section 1) for each f, then F is regular 
and equality holds in (*). 
Proof. That F is defined and Lipschitz near x is an immediate conse- 
quence of the hypotheses, in particular (3.1). 
Let [ belong to aF(x). Then, for any u in X, 
P(x; V) = lim sup 
I [f(C Y + Au) -.m Y)llJ Adt). Y-x T 
A+0 
Condition (3.1) allows us to invoke Fatou’s lemma to bring the lim sup 
under the integral sign and deduce 
I f:(tvx V)W)>F(x;v)> (u,r> T  (3.2) 
(the last inequality being a consequence of article 2, Section 1). Let us define 
f(t, v) = f  z(r, x; u). It follows that ) is convex in II, and that, for all t in T 
and v in X, 
IPO, VII < k(t). 
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We claim that f is measurable as a function of f. If (a) holds this is 
automatic, whereas if (c) holds it follows from the easily proven fact that 
Jz(r, x; V) is upper semicontinuous with respect to I (use Section I, article 2). 
It remains to consider case (b). Let (d,} be a countable dense subset of X. It 
follows that f’(t, x; v) is equal to 
lim,sd”p ]f(& x t d,, t- AU) - f(t, x + &)]/A. 
d, 4 
.I rational 
But for each n and 1 this last expression is measurable by hypothesis; it 
follows that the “countable lim sup” defines a measurable function of I. 
If we now define a convex continuous function i: X + R via 
then (3.2) asserts that 5 belongs to the subdifferential of P at 0. We now 
apply [ 15, Theorem 1, p. S] in cases (a) and (b), and [ 19, Theorem 1, p. 131 
in case (c), to deduce exactIy the conclusion of the theorem regarding [ 
(notice that #(ict, 0) = k?,,f$(t, x; 0) = a,f(t, x) by Definition 2). 
Now let us suppose that f(t, *) is regular. From the dominated 
convergence theorem it follows that 
P(x; v) > F’(x; u) = J f:(f, x; VI Pu(4 
T 
the last inequality having been established earlier. This shows that F is 
regular. Finally, let < (=I,{*. c(r))p(dt)) be an element of the right side of 
(*). Then (since c(t) E aJ(i, x), p-a.e.) 
This implies that < belongs to BF(x). Q.E.D 
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4. GENERALIZED GRADIENTS OF POINTWISE MAXIMA 
Let T be a sequentially compact topological space, and let fi TX U-, R 
satisfy 
for all t in T and u,, u,in U, where U is an open subset of X. We suppose 
that f(-, x) is upper semicontinuous for every x in U, and we set 
It is easy to prove that F is Lipschitz on U. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that at least one of the following hoids: 
(a) X is separable; or 
(b) T is metrizabie (in particular, if T is separable), and suppose that 
a,f(r, x) is upper semicontinuous (w*) in (t, x). 
Then for any x in U, 
where T(x) is the (closed) set 
{t E T: F(x) =f(t, x)) 
and PIT(x)] is the set of probability Radon measures supported on T(x). By 
this we mean that to every [ in aF(x) there corresponds an element ~1 of 
P[T(x)] and a mapping C(t) f rom T to X* such that for every v  in X, 
t+ (v, C(t)) belongs to L’(T, R) (with respect to p) and 
Furthermore, if f(t, -) is regular for each t (see De>nition 3), then F is 
regular and equality holds in (*). 
Proof. We begin by proving 
Jqx; v) < y;) .f:o* x; VI. (4-l) 
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Note first that f$(t. x; u) is upper semicontinuous and T(x) is compact, so 
that the notation “max” is justified. For any J near x and 1 near 0, we have 
for any t in T( .v + AU). Further (Section I, article 7). there is a point z,.~ in 
the interval between y and y + Au and a point [,V.I belonging to a.J(f, z,.~) 
such that 
If’ we now assume that we have a sequence of such (JI, A) converging to 
(x, 0), we can pick a subsequence such that [?A converges w* to a point i, 
and the points I converge to some t, in T. It follows that t, belongs to T(x), 
and that I&, befongs to Z,f(fO, x). From this argument we can conclude the 
validity of (4.1), since (t’, [,) <f:(f,. x; c). 
Now let [ belong to iiF( Then (4. I ) implies 
where f(r, u) = fz (I, X; v). Because f is upper semicontinuous in t and finite 
convex in c, we can apply [ 15. Theorem 2, p. 33) if (a) holds, or (15. 
Theorem 3, p. 341 if (b) holds. to conclude that [ belongs to the subdif- 
ferentiaf at 0 of the function 1: -P max,,,,,j(r, c) and hence has exactly the 
form indicated in the theorem (we use here the fact that aI,f(b, 0) = Z,flr, x)). 
Now let us suppose that each f(t, .) is regular, and let us set 
We certainly have F’(x; V) < F”(x; v). In order to prove that P(x; v) exists 
and equals p(s: U) (i.e., that F is regular) it suflrices to prove the opposite 
inequality. 
To this end, note that for any A. > 0, for any t in T(x), we have 
(F(x + AC!) - F(x)l/A > If(r, s + 12:) -f(r. x)1/L 
Taking the lim inf of both sides, we obtain 
F’(x: C) >f:(r. -Y; u) =J”,(f, X; u). 
Since this is true for any t in T((.u). we deduce 
in light of (4. I ). This completes the proof that f is regular. 
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We now show that equality holds in (*). Let i belong to the right side of 
(*), with p and c(t) characterizing t; as described there. Then, for any v in X, 
= lirn;up [F(x + Au) - F(x)]/,4 = 8+(x; 01. 
Thus for any v in X we have 
I> (u, 0 
i.e., c belongs to S(x). Q.E.D. 
Remark. Important special cases in which the upper semicontinuity of 
a,f(r, x) and regularity of S(r, .) are present occur when f is continuous in & 
and convex in x, or when f admits a Uointly) continuous derivative D,f. 
5. INTEGRAL FUNCTIONALS ON SUBSPACES OF L"(T,x) 
In this section we suppose that (T, K,,u) is a a-finite positive measure 
space and X a separable Banach space. L“‘(T,x) denotes the space of 
(measurable) essentially bounded functions q: T + X. We suppose a function 
f: T X U-P R is given (where W is an open subset of X) with the following 
property: for some E > 0, there is a function k E L’(T, R) such that for all f 
in T, for all u,, u2 in an c-neighborhood of U. we have 
We assume that f is measurable as a function of t. 
Finally, we assume that for at least one 9 E Lm(7’, U) the integral 
is defined (finitely). It follows that the integral is defined for ail cp in 
Lm(T, U), and that F is locally Lipschitz as a function from J!,~(Z’, U’) to R. 
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Now let a closed subspace S of Lm(T,X) be given, and let us consider F 
as a function from S to R (only the values of F on S fIL”(T, U) will be 
relevant). 
THEOREM 3. If F: S + R is a defined above, then for any point rp in 
L”(T, U) n S we have 
631 which we mean the following: to every 4’ in aF(cp) there corresponds a 
mapping t + c(t) Jrom T to p such that C(t) belongs to aJ(t, p(t)), p-a.e., 
and such that, for all /I in S, t + p(t), c(t)) belongs to L’(T, R) and 
Furthermore, $ for each t, f (t, a) is regular (see Definition 3), then F is 
regular and equaliiy holds in (*). 
ProoJ Let C; belong to Z(q), and let ,8 be any element of S. Then for d 
small, p(t) + A/?(I) belongs to the s-neighborhood of U for all t, and by 
Fatou’s lemma 
i ,, ft (L v(t): B(f)) ,W) >, f%: PI > ($3 0. 
If we define f(t, x) =ft(t, p(r); x), then f is continuous and convex in x and 
measurable in f (the latter fact follows just as it did in case {b) of 
Theorem 1). Consequently f is a “normal convex integrand.” 
The inequality above says that i belongs to the subdifferential at 0 of the 
function (on S) 
P+j” ,%JWMdO 
7’ 
The requisites of 115, Theorem 2. p. 221 are present, so that we deduce the 
existence of a mapping t -+ C(E) such that for every /I in S, t + Q(t), T(r)) 
belongs to L’(T, R) and 
and such that 
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But @(C, 0) is equal to a,J(r, q(t)) by Section 1, article 2. This completes the 
proof of the first part. 
Now suppose that f(t, .) is regular. If we set 
F’(v PI = liy,$flF(p -I AD) - F(P)/& 
we have (invoking Fatou’s lemma) 
= ! 
It follows that F is regular. 
NOW let [ belong to the right side of (*), with representation c(t). Then 
the last equality being a consequence of the preceding calculations. This 
implies that 5 belongs to LW(cp). Q.E.D. 
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